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Top of the school!

Ready, respectful, safe

• Respect for all – staff and children

• Good learning habits

• Impeccable behaviour – role models

• Manners are important

School is not an extension of home! We have a lot more children to 
deal with and it’s not surprising that we give less leeway than parents 
can.



Being a learner
• Independence – we’re not going to spoon feed them

• Yes they will find some learning tricky and that’s ok

Comfort zone no learning→stretch zone good learning→panic zone no learning

They need to be in stretch zone. The occasional dip into panic zone is 
no bad thing as they need to learn how to cope when things go wrong. 
Comfort zone is fine very occasionally.

• We teach using “I do (I’ll show you how), we do (let’s do it together), 
you do (now you do it by yourself)”. Try it at home!

• High expectations – we make no excuses for this!



Be organised

1. Attend school on time with 
everything you need

2. Be ready to learn at the beginning of 
every lesson

3. Present your work neatly
4. Be prepared for any home learning
5. Get organised for your next school 

day

Manage your time

1. Attend school and lessons on time
2. Use your lesson time productively
3. Have a plan for completing your 

home learning
4. Make sure you make time for leisure
5. Make sure you get enough sleep

Read effectively

1. Read for enjoyment
2. Choose your books carefully
3. Read regularly and for extended 

periods of time to build reading 
stamina

4. Select when to skim and when to read 
in depth

5. Check the meaning of vocabulary you 
do not know

Write effectively

1. Prepare well – take good notes and 
plan.

2. Writing is for an audience – choose 
vocabulary and tone carefully. 

3. Present all your work beautifully.
4. Structure your writing to meet the 

needs of the genre.
5. All writing can be improved – always 

edit to make it the best it can be.

Think critically

1. Question sources of information
2. Understand where different opinions 

come from 
3. Learn how and when to challenge 

opinions
4. Know that both sides of an argument 

are not always balanced
5. Be prepared to change your mind

Be determined

1. Set appropriately challenging goals
2. Avoid unnecessary distractions
3. Accept that mistakes and failures are 

part of successful learning
4. Know when to ask for help 
5. Keep trying

Endeavour



Reading

Reading underpins everything!

Children need to be:

• Reading regularly and for extended periods

• Reading suitably challenging texts – it’s ago to return to “comfort 
zone” favourites now and then, but it won’t move their reading on. 
We can help with this; we have many books!



Writing – this piece is the expected standard for Y6 (must be 
joined up writing!) The mistakes and alterations are the child’s 
own.

This morning, 4th April in the year of our Queen 1866, I proceeded to the African grasslands (Kenya) in search for new examples of 
flora and fauna. May I say, I was astonished to meet the chameleons, which have only been seen once before in 1632!

As the sun rose, I managed to keep calm whilst standing amongst the most deadliest species of plant on this grassland. Interestingly 
the plant was named the Octavia Gun Plant because, when threatened, it shoots out poisoned darts. Following this, I was alarmed to 
witness the venemous plant instantly kill a defenceless creature from by just one touch. The most shocking effect from this tragic 
death, was the permanent pain of the cr animal.

As the day carried on, I proudly stood next to the rare chameleons (only seen once before in 1632) which were all dressed alike and 
beautiful. I cannot say how extroidinary it was, to watch them all change their bright colours on their scaled skin; wine-red, astral-
blue, buttery-yellow, emerald-green and so many colours which I didn’t know existed. My colleague, who inspired me to come on to
join him on his journey and risk my life to find this animal said, “This has been such an eye-popping journey and Lady Anne Hudson 
and me I feel very brave to have set out on this journey alone.”

Once the sun had set, my colleague and I proceeded back to the schooner as a destructive tsunami hit the rocky shore. The ship 
moved back and forth in time with my rapid heart thumps, but I knew thought for sure that I wouldn’t survive. Luckily, within a few 
minutes a life guard, who was in a hot air balloon, somehow managed to pull down a ladder and rescue us to safety.

Here I am exhausted, safe and in a dry ship, which the life guard gave to us since he schooner sank. Tomorrow, fh I hope will be as 
action-packed as what today has been!



This is the year 6 maths 
curriculum.

The highlighted parts 
need good knowledge 
of times tables.



Homelearning

• 25 minutes daily reading – don’t miss this if you can possibly avoid it.

• Daily times tables practice (even if you know them well, keep them ticking over)

• Practising Y3/4 and Y5/6 spelling lists and spelling conventions (really nail the Y3/4 list then pick some of the 

Y5/6 list you think you’ll actually use)

• Learning information on knowledge organisers

• Maximum of two pieces of practice/consolidation work (SLOP – shed loads of practice), or preparation for 

future learning



SATs

• Week beginning 8th May – GAPS, reading and maths

• Writing is not assessed until the end of June – they need to be in 
school! 

• Absolutely not the be all and end all 

• We will prepare the children well, but will not under any 
circumstances stop teaching everything else!



Year 6 is a special year –
make the most of it!


